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ABSTRACT

This report documents a l4-mor dh program conducted at
Rocketdyne, SolidRo isio- to study the para-
meters of crack growth in viscoelastic materials. Tests
conducted on Solithane and on a filled propellant are
described, and results of the experimental effort are
presented. Analysis of data through the concepts of
viscoelastic fracture mechanics is discussed. The
behavior of cracks in solid rocket motor geometries
and of propellant/liner unbonds was monitored in
-unique test situations. Basic analytic concepts were
compared with test data and found to show promise of
applicability. Recommendations for expansion of this
study &re presented.
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SECTI ON 1, INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This report describes the experimental work, the analytical calcu-
lations, and the resulting conclusions of that portion of the Fracture
Mechanics Program conducted at Rocketdyne, Solid Rocket Division. The
program was sponsored and directed by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laborptory, Edwards Air Force Base, on Contract F04611-69-C-0035.

The need to incorporate the concepts of fracture mechanics in the
evaluation of solid propellant rocket motor grain structural integrity
under service life conditions becomes more urgent as requirements for
motor performance and reliability are advanced. The approach, based on

a balance of energy in the propellant grain, is applicable to both co-
hesive failure analysis (grain cracking) and adhesive failure studies
(grain/liner or liner/case unbonding). Failures may be induced by
thermal cycling, vibration and acceleration, and ignition pressuriza-
tion or by combinations of these loadings. Since the grain is normally
restrained against the stiff case, tensile loads induced by thermal
cycling of the motor and those resulting from different coefficients o.
thermal expansion for the grain, liner, and case are often the loads
responsible for grain failures.

Structural integrity assessments are currently based on failure
initiation. Predictions are based on elastic or, at best, quasi-
viscoelastic analyses, and a maximum principal strain failure criterion
is applied to the grain cracking evaluation. The bond-line failure

problem is usually treated with a maximum principal stress criterion.
In either case, initiation of a flaw is the limit of consideration; but
the effect of a small flaw on motor performance cannot be predicted by
conventional analyses.

Fracture mechanics appears to be a greatly improved technique for
structural analysis. Determination of flaw initiation may still result

from a strain or stress criterion, but energy balance offers a means of
predicting the rate at which a flaw will grow and the path it is likely
to take under a given motor loading. With this capability, it becomes
possible to determine whether or not a flaw will occur, where it i- likely
to occur, and how it will propagate if it does occur. The ultimate goal
is to prevent ignition of a motor which might have excessive burning sur-

face due to cracking or have a short flame path to the case wall causing
premature case burnthrough. This program represents a step in developing
the tools required to make the necessary structural analysis to accom-
plish this goal.

The main objective of the program was to advance current understand-
ing of solid rocket grain fracture. Specific task objectives included

the development and application of experimental and analytical techniques
to account for loadings, material characteristics, environments, and
stress rates encountered in realistic solid rocket motor derigns and to
predict the propagation of fractures and separations in these motors.

Within the framework of these goals, experimental effort was emphasized

,1



through the development of a test to permit analog studies of propellant
grain cross-sectional geometries. Exploratory investigations to develop
a test for successfully evaluating the bond strength of propellant/liner
systems were also conducted. Analytical effort centered on the analysis
of data generated during the experimental phase. The approach to eval-
uating crack initiation and growth was based on the concept of balancing
energy in the specimen (or motor). Total energy input at the boundary
is weighed against that stored elastically in the specimen, that dissi-
pated through viscous flow (in viscoelastic material), and that released
through the creation of additional surface (by crack growth). The ana-
lytical theory used and the experimental program are summarized in the
following paragraphs.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

The Fracture Mechanics Program sponsored by AFRPL was originally in-
tended to be a 12-month technical effort culminating in a final report
issued in the fourteenth month. Delays in processing specimens resulted
in a 2-month program extension with the final report draft being issued
1 month following as indicated in the summary schedule below.

Months

Milestones 1/69 2/69 3/69 4/69 5/69 6/69 7/69 8/69 9/69 10/69 11/69 12/69 1/70 2/70 3/70 4/70

ContractIssued

Coordination

Meetings 0

Tooling - -

Fibrication

Testing and
Analysis " -

Monthly * 0000 * 06 * • 0
Reports

Final 0
Report Draft

Amended Fracture Mechanics Program Summary Schedule

Associate contractors (Thiokol Chemical, Wasatch; and UTC, Sunnyvale)
and the AFRPL monitors, Mr. Don Saylak and Captain Scott Beckwith,main-
tained close contact throughout the program via monthly reports, on-site
visits, and regular coordination meetings (as indicated on the schedule
summary). Technical presentations at these meetings formed the basis for
discussion and evaluation of program progress and led to appropriate re-
direction of efforts where such redirection enhanced the vali-b of the
experimental data or the analytical effort.

The analysis relied, in part, on a finite element computer code ob-
tained from Thiokol Chemical Corp., Wasatch Division. This computer code

4.
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was adapted to the Il& 360/65 computer available to Rocketdyne and was
used in computing energy changes in the blister peel and disc specimens.
Thiokol's computer code was not modified nor were any new computer codes
generated at Rocketdyne on the Fracture Mechanics Program.

Basic test data in their original and reduced form are to be re-
tained at Rocketdync, Solid Rocket Division, for at least 2 years and
will be available for further study as required by follow-on or related
efforts.

SUMM RY OF THEORY

The essence of the theory of fracture as originally demonstrated by
A. A. Griffith (Ref. 1) and extended to linear viscoelastic materials by
M. L. Williams (Ref. 2 and 3) is in the concept of a balance of energy.
In particular, the rate of release of stored energy is compared to the
energy used as new surface is created in the body. The criterion for
flaw growth in an elastic material is expressed mathematically by

d0 (1)
IdA

where V is the potential energy of the system, A the free surface area,
and y the surface energy per unit of new surface area. For the ele-
mentary case of an infinite, thin elastic sheet subject to uniform con-
stant tension, 0, and with a crack of length 2c, Eq. 1 becomes

d 'c

G- (  -Z-- + "iyc) = 0 (2)
de E(2

Performing the indicated derivation,

20aTc =4 ()
E(3

becomes the basis for determining the critical stress, a as a function
of the half-crack length, c.

cr TT (4)

Equation 2 is better understood by schematically, plotting the two in-
dividual terms as in Fig. 1. The regions in which', for a given applied
stress a, the crack will or will not become unstable are indicated. This
approach to failure analysis circumvents the problem encountered with the
conventional local stress or strain criteria of failure--namely the pres-
ence of an infinity (singularity) in the magnitude of the calculated stress
or strain at the tip of the crack.

3



2
- c (Elastic Strain Energy)E/

4 yc (Surface Energy)
Zero Slope of
Difference F unction

Crack Does

Crack Length (2c)

%% (0 2 nc c 4c
E + 4Y

Figure 1. Energy Balance--Elastic Thin Sheet

The generalization of the energy balance concept to the prediction
of crack type failures .n viscoelastic materials is based on analysis of
simplified flaw geometries. Because of the time-dependent nature of. the
material properties, a balance of the rate of change of energy (as opposed
to energy) is required. As shown in Ref. 3 and 4, balance of the energy
rate change (power) leads to identical criticality criteria as those for
elastic materials with the exception that the viscoelastic properties re-
place the constant Young's modulus. The basic equations of criticality
for several useful geometries and loading histories are given in Ref. 5.

Beyond initiation of failure, that is, when the flaw itself inter-
feres with the overall stress field, the simplifications in the analysis
discussed above limit the adequacy of that analysis. 0. L. Bowie has
addressed a geometric problem of practical interest -to rocket motor ana-
lysts in Ref. 6 by developing equations of criticality for the problem
of radial cracks originating at the boundary of an internal circular
hole. For general cases of specimen and flaw geometries, elastic anal-
ysis is available in the form of finite element computer techniques (Ref.
7) combined with energy computations (Ref. 8). Utilizing these approaches,
the effects of loading history and specimen geometry may be evaluated,
correlated with experiment, and extended to analysis of the initiation
and growth of propellant grain cracks and propellant/liner debonds.



SUMMARY OF THE TESTING

The experimental effort deals with the development of test techniques
which, when applied to Solithane and to propellant materials, can be used
to evaluate the theoretical concepts of fracture mechanics applied to
viscoelastic naterials. A compendium of the tost conditions and specimen
characteristics is presented in Table I. Propellant for these experiments
was furnished by Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Wasatch Division, Brigham
City, Utah. The Solithane was cast by the United Technology Corporation,
Sunnyvale, California. These companies participated in the overall
Fracture Mechanics Program and are directly involved in analytical effort
corollary to the experimental testing.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL ETFORT

SOLITHANE (50/50)

Radial Plazar Lading (RPI) Disc Test - All at 77 F

3 Circular Port - As Cast - Constant Displacement Rate to railure-Initia-
tion, Rate, Trajectory

3 Star Port - As Cast - Constant Displacement Rate to Failure Initiation,
Hate, Trajectory

3 Circular Port - Constant Displacement - Induced Crack - Crack Rate

3 Star Port - Constant Displacement - Induced Crack - Crack Rate

1 Circular Part - Photoelastic Isoclinic Survey'

1 Star Port - Photoelastic Isoclinic Survey

TPI-1011 PROPELLANT

Biaxial Strip

9 As-Cast Specimens - 1 Rate - 3 Temp (20 F, 77 F, 140 F) Relaxation
Modulus, Cohesive Characteristic Energy Release Rate, Yc

9 Milled Specimens - 1 Rate - 3 Temp (20 F, 77 F, 140 F), Relaxation
Modulus, Ultimate Tensile Properties

i Blister Peel - All at 77 F

10 Propellant/Liner/Steel Specimens - Varied Pressurization Rates -

Adhi esive Characteristic Energy Release Rate, ya

RPL Disc Test - All at 77 F - All loaded at - ConStant Displacement Rate

16 Test total - 6 had Bond Failure - 2 Additional Loss of Data Acquisi-
tion During Test

2 low Web Circular Port - As Cast - Crack Initiation, Rate, Trajectory

2 Star Port - As Cast - Crack Initiation, Rate, Trajectory

3 ow Web Circular Port - Precracked - Crack Growth Initiation, Rate

1 Star Port - Precracked - Crack Growth Initiation, Rate

5



The tests fall into two regime.,: first, those dealing with the ad-
hesive fracture between propellant and liner and, econd&, those dealing
with cohesive failure (cracking) in The propellant (or Solithatte) mate-
rial itself. Variations in imposed ;uiig ere xri.si!~ce orltvl
narrow ranges since major emphasis was oi evzclua~ticn of t~lhe test itself.
Nonetheless, practical loadings were applipd, offld thle re.4ilting data are

P of interest in- tile assessment of the fe-,tures of V'iSrOW&Tstic fracture
A mechanics techniques.

The blister peel test~ was studied to, e:, Wh' tile charlter s tics
of de1hond growth at tile propel lantL-1iner i) " -ilavv The 1bli'.3ter test
was used because of some indicated advan ..4p, over te iore cm)ventional
peel tests described in tile MiCt Solid l'ropelllopt "Iiia'a Bfehavior
Ma nualI. These conventional tests--900 peel, ' W-ust'r.o leez'1- or joint
peel and non-ius trumen ted poker chi p--preseint 'tjocihzii...-] di,iculties
for evaluatinig the rate of change !in energy w40 t~how'tu in unbond area.
The probl ems include modeling of the impqt~a vtv i.i~r moitoring of
the Ianbond grow th. Similitude of local stresk,.,,Luh, w~i thait found in
a titor 1,4 clomely '61)seived !in thle lister test. 13 ui i it tuilning a Sim-
p3'hkt-,d geometry, it is feasible to compute tile Wtuored energy in thle
ko~y Tile test method requires at minimum of equilinent, and the results
are directly related to motor unbond growth. A three-layer specimen
(Fig. 2)--steel base, liner material interface, and propellant body--is

I erV-o nab1)1 Differential

14.1

Liner

Figure 2. Blister Peel Specimen



tested by pressurizing the cavity formed at the initial unbond between
the propellant and liner (Ref. 9). The pressure in the cavity rises as
a Pf(l-e-kt) function; and for times such that P is about 20% of Pf,
this function is nearly linear. If the cavity begins to grow (through
debonding) the k coefficient changes, resulting in a new slope for the

cavity pressure-time trace. This shift is readily observed in most in-
stances. Several tests are obtainable on a single specimen, and post-
test examination shows the initial unbond area for each test in the

sequence. The data thus collected are reduced to give the character-
istic energy release rate for adhesion, Ya, for the propellant/liner
interface.

Cohesive failure was investigated using a device specially developed
to simulate uniform two-dimensional tension in a thin sheet. The loading
boundary in this test is analogous to that found in a case- bonded propel-
lant grain undergoing thermal cycling. The test apparatus, labeled the
Radial Planar Loading (RPL) device, was evolved from a bicycle wheel con-
cept. The essentially rigid rim provides a base for inducing tension in

, the spokes. .By uniformly tightening the spokes a state of nearly axisym-
metric tensilon is induced at the hub. The load is distributed more uni-
formly when the hub is replaced by a less- rigid ring. Thus, the RPL
device consists of 18 radial arms which, by virtue of their stiffness,

provide a rigid displacement to a rubber collar which has the thin disc
specimen bonded inside (Fig. 3). For the tests on this program, the
collar was displaced at a rate intended to be linear with time until
flaw growth occurred. In some of the Solithane tests, the displacement

* was held constant, a flaw induced, and the flaw growth recorded.

Photographic records of the RPL tests are an integral part of the

data. These provide the displacement measurements and crack length
data. A separate analog record of the time each photograph was taken

and load measured in 9 of the 18 arms completes the data package. Sup-

-porting data for analysis of the disc response comes from characteriza-
tion of the disc material to give tensile relaxation modulus, Erel (t/aT),
and characteristic energy release rate for cohesion, Yc. Results of the

tests may then be compared with those predicted analytically to provide
the basis for evaluating the analysis. Specimens of propellant and
Solithane with both circular and star geometry ports were used for these
tests.

The tests, test results, theory used in the analysis, and the com-
parison of test results with analysis, are discussed in the following
sections. Conclusions drawn from this study concerning the significance

! of the test techniques explored ainll the adequacy of the analytical tech-

niques applied are also discussed. Recommendations for exploitation of
the results of this program are given.



Test Specimen, lHubber
Cillar Assy rEvirouuenttil Box

-- v j'(ote d Line)
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Figure 3. Radial Planar Loading Device
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SaTION 11, A BRIEF REVIEW OF Th1E THEORY OF FRACTURE MECHANICS
AS APPLIED TO VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS

The history of the development of fracture mechanics concepts for
brittle elastic materials; the application of those concepts to metals,
rubbers, and finally viscoelastic materials; and studies of the feasi-
bili ty of applying fracture mechanics to solid propellant rocket motor
structural analysis is well documented (Ref. 5 and 10--13). Following
the qualitative idea of the Griffith critical stress formulation, ex-
tended to account for various dissipative mechanisms, the critical stress
is written as

cr = k fE (Yb+ Yd + yv + . (5)

where k is a geometric constant; 2c, the crack length; f(E), the mate-
rial property (modulus function); subscripts b, v, and d, the components
of brittle, ductile, and viscoelastic dissipative mechanisms, respectively.
For subsequent discussion of the viscoelastic fracture response in the
disc and blister peel specimens, it is pertinent to examine Eq. 5 for the
geometries and the materials tested.

GRIFFITH FRACTURE IN LINFAR VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL

A significant contribution was offered by Williams (Ref. 3) when he
found, for certain simple cases, that a condition for criticality of a
loaded viscoelastic body analogous to that for an elastic body existed.
The difference in the two results was contained in the representation of
the material property so that direct substitution of the proper relaxa-
tion modulus for Young's modulus in the elastic solution sufficed. This
work was extended (Ref. 5) to include several geometries and boundary

conditions. Of particular interest to the present study is the criti-
cality for a cylindrical flaw in a plane stress body subject to uniform
displacement, u(b,t), at the outer boundary, b, Fig. 4. We must first
balance the power input-output:

I = F + 2D + SE (6)

where I, the power input resulting from the boundary displacement is
given by

S
e

or more specifically

I = 27b a (b,t) ;i (b,t) (8)
r



z

b Uniform Boundary Stress,

a ~~ CY0f(t)
o r

ror
Uniform Boundary Displacement,

uo g(t)

Figure 4. Plane Stress Cylindrical FlE¢ Model

This approach is referred to as a global energy approach inasmucli as
the energy in the entire body is considered. An alternate approach giving
similar results is the local energy method in which only the energy change
in the vicinity of the flaw is considered.

The rate of change of surface energy, SE, is

SE ~ t Y dS (9)

where y is the characteristic energy release rate at the increasing crack
surface S. For our case,

SE y)

Finally, the combined term, F + 2D,, representing the rate of change of
stored (strain) energy and the viscous dissipation, is given by

r r/
F+2D = J J a idtdV (11)

vol o

Or, again for the plane stress +body with a cylindrical flaw

b t

F+2 M 2rT Q r dt dr (12)
a(t) o

where Q is defined 
as

Q = r + ae +az z  (13)

10



For a plane stress body subjected to uniform displacement at the outer
boundary one finds (see e.g,, Ref. 14) for an incompressible elastic
material the displacements and strains

b'(r2 + a2 ( )

u (r, t) = u (b It) () +~)(4

er (r t) = u 2 b + a \ (15)

r= = 3a2 + 2 I 16)

~and the stresses

or (r,t) = 2u (b,t) E ( ) (r2 
(17)

0 e (r,t) = 2u (b,t) E( + (18)

Using the elastic-viscoelastic transform analogy (Ref. 15), the in-

version technique proposed by Schapery (Ref. 16), and combining the above
equations we obtarn Eq. 19 and 20, shown o(7 the following page.

II

1]1

a r1r t 2 b t E2 + 3



F + 2 D 17 ( b, 2 2 )f E - T S T3 a2 ) S) t- - (T) dl

0

0 0rn/IxT ft(S( r) d d2a b o (t ) ) Eg + (Tj d9

a3(++) P (t) E9 + (20) d

iT (b a S(t) (tiE , + ST

+f )E-g t-T)f)E P(r) dT ( 0

where

S~i) u(b, t )  a~b

P~t) = u(b, t) b2222 3_s(t) = 22 (21)

b a

2



and E(t) refers to the relaxation modulus. Summing Eq. 10, 19, and 20 we
obtain for the power balance

t [A
0 a- Ia W~ P ( ) E + BE( -. T) d

f Ia f -Tg [ ()g j%) }(+ _ s0 0

1t

4 - f (g ) E + -dJ Pd d (23)

3a3 f

'II

Equation 23 disafied by a 0 or, for flaw growth ae> 0)

f II
0 a

jE(I

NO(g Eg + , ( '_. (r) d§ 0 (24)

! For a constan't displacement rate

u(b,t) = u t (25) t

b J
00

we obtain from Eq. 21

u a 0
y =16 o 2 29 E('¢) dgdT (26)

b 2  (G + 3 b'2) 0 0 o

the time to flaw growth initiation being to

13



The preceding analysis is somewhat limited because of assumptions

concerning specimen geometry and the nature of Y and the omission of
kinetic energy. A word ol each of these assumptions is pertinent. The
limitation to a small plane stress cylindrical flaw establishes the
nature of the criticality for this basic geometry. For more realistic
geometries, a combination of the above solution with a non-demensionalized
elastic computer analysis provides an analogous viscoelastic fracture
solution. This treatment is presented in the analytical section. Recent
studies (Ref. 5, 17) have shown y to be a time-dependent function in a
manner similar to the relaxation modulus. Fortunately, for considera-
tion of crack initiation, y does not enter until new surface is created.
Thus, y(t) is substituted directly into the criticality equation with
its value at to, the time of failure. The role of the kinetic energy is
perhaps less understood. Studies by Williams (Ref. 18) and Blatz (Ref.
19) indicate that this term may be significant for high-rate short-time
loadings and for oscillatory (vibration) loadings. For the oscillatory
input, the kinetic energy term has been shown to decrease the time (or
number of cycles) to cause fracture (Ref. 20). The loadings applied in
the present experimental program were of the relatively long-time slow-
rate type.

FRACTURE AT A B1MATERIAL BONDLINE

A treatment, similar to that of the Griffith crack problem, has been
applied to an infinite sheet of two materials with the central crack at
their interface. When the material in the upper half is -incompressible
and the lower half rigid, the adhesive fracture energy, Ya, can be com-
puted (Ref. 21). A related problem of a pressurized axisymmetric two
material body (blister specimen) is described by Dannenberg (Ref. 22).
The adhesive energy for this type specimen when the upper material is
incompressible and elastic is given in Ref. 23 as

a 3 a r) (27,)Ya EZ

where a is the initial unbond radius and Pcr the applied pressure at
which the unbond begins to propagate. The first order correction for
viscoelastic materials is given by replacing the modulus of elasticity,
E, by the relaxation modulus Erel(t) evaluated at the time of unbonding
(Ref. 17). For more realistic testing, a three-layer specimen--rigid
base, liner interlayer, propellant upper layer--is required. An anal-
ysis treating the interlayer as a Winkler (elastic) foundation has been
made for the sheet (Griffith crack) problem (Ref. 24) and for the axi-
symmetric blister specimen (Ref. 25). A numerical analysis using
elastic finite element techniques was incorporated in this program and
is discussed in Section IV.

: 14



CRACK PROPAGATION

A problem equally important to determining when a flaw will begin to
:grow is that of finding the manner in which it will propagate. The tra-
jectory or path it follows and the rate with which it proceeds are of
interest. The trajectory problem, for other than the most simple case,
is best handled by the finite element method. While this approach is
tedious and time consuming, the determination of the path that will re-
lease the greatest energy in the shortest distance is straightforward for
an elastic material. The assumption that the result will apply equally
to a viscoelastic material is not without basis. It has been shown (e.g.,
Ref. 3) that fracture in certain simple geometries observes the same
geometric constants whether the material is elastic or viscoelastic.
Crack trajectory is essentially a problem of geometry; so elastic anal-
ysis should be applicable to viscoelastic materials.

The associated problem of crack growth rate is not so straightfor-
ward. The dissipative mechanisms of viscoelastic materials would be ex-
pected to play an important role in propagation rate analysis. Mueller
(Ref. 26) gives a most useful treatise on the subject of viscoelastic
crack propagation. Ile studied the problem of crack growth in a visco-
elastic strip using a balance of energy in a control volume around the
tip of the crack (local energy balance) and established a relatiN'ely
simple relationship between the applied load, temperature, materi'al
properties, and the crack velocity. Crack velocity, g, is impli'citly
determined by:

kK2 2 F273  1C0(8
a K n  G 0 b D (28)

for an applied load o. Equation 28 is analogous to Eq. 26 for a dis-
placement boundary. The stress intensity factor is a non-dimensionalized
characterization of the stress singularity at the crack tip defined by

K lira a (29)jn =x a b 0

The material parameter involved is the creep com liance normalized in273 AC
this case to 0 Centigrade, and is indicated by 7 Dcr D (a . The

a th w o T
quantity, Ac, is a characteristic of the material and may be envisioned
as the width of a thread of material immediately in fro 'n of the ad-

vancing crack tip which breaks to permit crack growth. This thread rep-
resents a uniaxial stressed portion of the material which breaks as so-id
critical load is reached as suggested in Ref. 14.

15



As before, when crack growth occurs (A > 0) we have the criticality
condition

0 K T b 7- D ( ) (30D cr \ T

Application of these concepts of crack initiation and propagation are
implemented in the analysis of data generated during the experimental
effort.

16



SECTION IlI, EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

This fracture mechanics study was basically an experimental effort
with emphasis on test development, test technique, and the measurement
of the fracture response of linear viscoelastic and solid propellant
materials. A limited number of strip biaxial tests were conduc ied on
TPH-1Oll propellant to verify the tensile relaxation and cohesive frac-
ture properties. Several blister peel tests were run on TPH..lOll/liner

specimens to evaluate the feasibility for this type test on propellant-
liner systems and to measure the characteristic adhesive energy for this
system. Tests using the Radial Planar Loading (RPL) apparatus were con-
ducted on TPH-1Ol1 propellant and Solithane to evaluate this experimental
approach to failure studies and yield data for correlation with analyti-
cal results. These tests are described and the data presented in the
following discussions.

BIAXIAL STRIP TESTS (TPH-Ill PROPELLANT)

Tests to measure TPH-1OII propellant relaxation modulus, ultimate
tensile capability, and characteristic cohesive energy release rate, Yc,
were conducted on biaxial strip specimens prepared at Thiokol-Wasatch.
Eight specimens, tested at three temperatures, were made by machining a
large block of propellant. Six additional specimens were made by casting
propellant into a specially designed mold. The basic strip specimen
geometry is shown in Fig. 5.

{0
6°~ (t)

2,8 in.

3/8 i n.

" (t)

-13 in.

Figure 5. Biaxial Strip Specimen Geometry
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The test sequence conducted on the eight machined strips consisted
of the following steps:

1. Strain specimen to approximately 0.02 in./in. strain level
at 20 in./min crosshead rate

2. Hold specimen at 0.02 in./in. strain level for about 2 hours
while recording load response

3. At end of relaxation tests, continue st,-raining to failure at
a crosshead rate of 2.0 in./min

The ultimate failure stra.ns measured are summarized in Table II.

TABLE II

STRAIN AT PEAK LOAD

TPH-1011 STRIP BIAXIAL TEST*

Temperature, Strain at Peak Load,
'iest No. deg F in./in.

5 140 0.20

7 20 0.13

8 20 0.12

9 77 0.23

All tests at 2.5 in./min crosshead rate.

The relaxation modulus from the coxstant-strain portion of the test
was reduced according to

E = Force Output ( 2.8 (1.06) (31)rel - Applied Displacement k13.25 x 0.375)

and i. shown as a function of time for each temperature in Fig. 6. Time-
temperature superposition was achieved using the shift-factor

aT = (T 2) 17-- +23 (32)

where T is the temperature in degrees Farenheit and the data are refer-
enced to 80 F. The relaxation modulus reported by Thiokol for uniaxial
specimens is given by

log Er (t/aT) = 2.538 - 0.1232 log (t/aT) + 0.01292 log2 (t/aT)

- 0.0006608 log 3 (t/aT) (33)

18



For purposes of comparison, the shifted data me&-surod in the tests auve

plotted along with Eq. 33 converted to biaxial equivalent (1.33 unisxial)
in Fig. 7. Since the comparison was within experimental scatter limits,

Eq. 33 formed the basis for all data reduction and analytical effort re-

quiring modulus as input.

O 20 F

7 80 F

. 0 140 F
" € =0.02 in./in.

,-3 -2 -10 1 2 3
~Log t, min

Figure 6. TPH-Ill Propellant Biaxial Relaxation Modulus
Subsequent to these tests, six biaxial strips were prepared by

casting sheets of propellant and cutting them to the dimensions shown

in Fig. 5. In addition, a 1-inch-.slit was cut through the specimen near

the center and parallel to the tester grips for determination of Yc.
Two specimens were tested at each of three temperatures, the test pro-

cedure being essentially the same as that used for the machined strips.

As seen in Fig. 8, the relaxation modulus compared favorably with that
measured on the machined strips.

1
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Figure 7. Biaxial Relaxation Modulus Curve,
TPH-l01l Propellant
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Figure 8. Biaxial Relaxation Modulus,
TPII-1011 Propell1ant
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The time and strain of crack growth initirtion were used to determine
7c' From Ref. 17,

17/ = (c /0~ ) Fl 0) F2 ( -b.)J [T/ cE2 (to)] (e2) (4
w0 2 2 rel y (4

where co, b, w are geometric characteristics of the specimen, v, the
Poisson ratio; Cy, the strain at flaw growth initiation; and to, the
time to flaw growth initiation. The term in the second bracket of Eq.
34 is the 'second time-averaged' relaxation modulus and is shown in
Fig. 9. The correction factors F1 and F2 were taken from Ref. 17, and
for the present case

~l(1 =1.0; F 0 o~ .62 (35)

Test results for four of the six tests (two were negated because of ex-
perimental difficulties) are shown in Table III. Assuming the same
temperature shift (Eq. 32) as used for the modulus the Yc measured was
plotted along that reported by Thiokol as a function of time and is
shown in Fig. 10. The obvious discrepancy may be attributed to several
factors:

1. Method of propellant specimen processing

2. Method of data reduction

3. Age of propellant

4. Validity of time-temperature equivalence assumption

Since a rather large difference was noted, both values were recalled at
points in the analysis requiring Yc for inpat. The only solution to re-
solving the discrepancy would be to conduct additional tests to deter-
mine more adequately the value of Yc as a function of both time and

* temperature.
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Figure 9. TPII-1011 Propelliit, UniaxiaI
Relaxaion Behavior at 77 F
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TABLE 1II

YC - TPII-10ll

Temperature, t ini in./in. 2

Test No. (leg F 0, y, y,in.-lb/in.

6A 80 ,0.O0 O.065 6.30

7A 80 - 0.050 0.062 5.76

8A 140 - 0.050 0.063 3.67

IIA 20 - 0.042 0.051 7.95

* 10
As-Cast Precracked Strips
(Rocketdyne test)

-0--0 20 F

-. 77 F
40 1 0

• 6

S2 Thiokol Reported Data
01

ii o,,. I I 1II I

-0 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
log t/a ,

Figure 10. y Measured from Strip Biaxial Specimens

Ic
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BLISTER PEEL TESTS

One of the two major experimental development 'ihrusts on the Fracture
Mechanics Program is the feasibility study of the blister peel test as
applied to propellant/liner/case systems. The standard "9 00 " Peel test
used throughout the industry provides a qualitative measure of the rela-
tive peel capability of several systems but says little about the capa-
bility of any system to withstand a given environmental loading. Since
fracture at the bondline is an essential area of interest in structural
integrity analysis, the need for an englieering test to provide quanti-
tative measuremen of bond capability is obvious. A promising approach

is the blister peel test (Ref. 9, 22). The test layout for this partic-
ular application is shown schematically in Fig. 11. A photograph of tile

actual system is shown in Fig. 12. A view of tile blister specimen is
shown in he sketch in Fig. 2.

lressure Transducer

Needle Valve Needle Valve

.. .0 ... sab..s. - .@1 To Atlmospier~e
~Flow Rlate)

Regulator (Establish P oAmshr

Sa PSpecimen

Pressure Source

P
F0

System

SFailure

-kt.
Pressure = P (1 -e )
(Fixed Volume System)

Time

Figure 1/1. Blister Peel Test Arrangement
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ri

Figure 12. Blister Peel Test Apparatus

Test specimens were prepared by spreading a uniform thickness of un-.

cured liner over the surface of a steel disc. A Teflon plug through the

center of the disc protruded to 'the upper surface of the liner to pro-
vide a gas path to the liner-propellant interface. After the liner was

partially cured, a 1-inch diameter disc of Teflon approximately 0.005

inch thick was placed over the plug to provide a known initial unbond
area. 'Uncured TPII-lOll propellant was then cast onto the liier, and

the entire assembly was cured.

Pressurization of the unbond was achieved by removing the plug and

connecting the chamber to a dry nitrogen source. A pressure transducer

on the line provided a record of cavity pressure as a function of time.

The rate of pressurization was approximately constant, and rates of
about 1.0, 3.0, and 100.0 in./min were used. Representative pressure-

time plots for three of the tests are shown in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13. Representative Time-Pressure Histories
TPH-1011 Propellant Blister Peel Specimen

A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) was mounted above
the propellant to record, as a function of time, the change in height
of the propellant over the center of the unbond , Since the unbond was

unavailable for visual observation, flaw growti.- had to be determined
from perturbations in the pressure and deflection functions. Time
intervals near failure are displayed for the first test on eight speci-
mens in Fig. 14 through 21.
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Figure 14. TPH1-1011 Propellant Blister
Test 1, Failure Region
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Figure 15. TPIt-lOll Propellant Blister
Test 4, Failure Region
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Figure 16. TPH-1Ol Propellant Blister

Test 5, Failure Region
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Figure 17. TPII-1Oll Propellant Blister Peel
Test IA-1, Failure Region
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Figure 18. TPH-lOl1: Propellant Blister Peel
Test 2A-1, Failure Region
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Figure 19. TPII-IOll Propellant Blister
Test 3A-1, Failure Region
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Figure 20. TPII-1011 Propellant Blister
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Figure 21. TPH-10ll Propellant Blister
Test 5A-l, Failure Region
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Repeated tests were performed on five of the specimens by relieving
the pressure shortly after unbond growth was detected. The specimen was
then repressurized until failure was again noted. As many as 1I tests
were run on an individual specimen. Observatious indicate a practical
limit of about six or seven tests to achidve a d'esirable spacing between
unbonds and stay within the center half of the specimen "..adius. After
the final test on a specimen, the propellant was lifted off and rings,
apparently coinciding with start-stop of the testing, were noted (Fig.
22). For tests subsequent to the first, the unbond radius was deter-
mined by measuring the ring diameters. The symmetry of the rings indi-
cates the uniformity of the failures and permits analysis of the failure
as axisymmetric.

/

Figure 22. Postfracture Liner Surface1 Data were interpreted, ignoring effects of the liner interface,

according to Eq. 27 or

Y 0.477 cr (36)
Ya E 0'7 relt o
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A finite element non-dimensionalized computer solution was also obtained
in which the liner was accounted for.* This analysis and its significance
is discussed in Section V. A tabulation of the test data and calculated

Ya for the eight specimens based on Eq. 36 is given in Table IV. These
results are shown as Ya vs log t in Fig. 23. The spread in data is on
the order of + 20%, but no statistical estimate of the standard deviation
was attempted because of -the limited number of tests. This spread is

tolerable and not unexpected because of variation in propellant modulus,
accuracy of initial flaw measurement, pressure reading, and assumptions
in the data r.duction.

RPL TEST APPARATUS

Analytical solutions to fracture behavior have been obtained for

certain simple cases of uniform all-around tension. Application of these
solutions tepeimental data rests, to some degree, on the ability to
achieve the ¥undry conditions assumed in the analysis. Because of the
strong analogy between all-around tension models and case-bonded solid
propellant grains, concepts for achieving a laboratory-scale experimental
tool to bridge the gap between propellant grain and theoretical model
were evaluated. From these considerations, a device to permit uniform
loading of a circular disc was conceived.

The feasibility of such-a device was explored using a bicycle wheel.
Load was induced on a circular specimen by tightening the spokes on the
wheel. It was established that a disc specimen, bonded in a rubber ring
which transfers load from the individual spokes and distributes it over
the specimen boundary, could be made to fail at the inner port in a man-
ner similar to cracks obtained in solid propellant motors subjected to

temperature cycling. This concept was developed on the Fracture Mechanics
program and the result was the Radial Planar Loading (RPL) device, Fig.
24. Features designed into this apparatus are as follows:

1. Operating temperature range of -80 to 200 F

2. Load or displacement boundary may be applied to load
distribution collar

3. Radial displacement rates from 0.002 to 0.2 in./min
at the collar are attainable.

The philosophy in using these methods of data reduction includes con-
sideration of the surface area of only one material. This is opposed
to the consideration of the dual surface created in cohesive fracture.

The single surface assumption does not affect the results but must be
kept in mind when comparing adhesive and cohesive energy release rates
and when applying fracture mechanics to motor unbond analysis.
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TABLE IV

BLISTER TEST SUMMARY

Initial Energy
Time-to- Fai lure Unbond plelease

Specimen ran Failure, Pressure, Radius , Modulus,5 ?&t, Y' 2
Numbe r Number min. psi in. psi in.-b/im.

1 "_ 1.71 82.0 0.50 322 4.W

2 _ ....
; l.. . .)....• . ... . ... . ...

2____ 1.38
(3)  

76.0 0.75 330 6.26

4 .80 103.0 0.50 320 7.91

5 1.70 94.0 0.50 322 6.54

IA I 15.65 54.0 o.50' 254 2.64

2 16.0 48.4 0.78 253 3.44

. _ 3 26.9 25.6 -
)  243 2.51

2A 1 16.30 47.8 0.53 252, 2.29

2 16.o 36.0 0.82 253 2.00

3 15.58 31.8 1.06 254. 2.01

4 15.0 28.4 1.32 256 1.90

5 1.41 32.7 1.64 330 2.53

3A 1 16.60 55.7 0.51 252 3.00
2 14.5 47.3 0.71 256 2.96
3 13.2 40.6 0.93 259 2.82
4 12.0 34.6 1.1'. 261 2.49

5 11.5 301d 1.34 262 2.31

* 6 28.6 28.6 1.39 241 2.25

7 27.4 25.1 1.50 242 1.96

8 0.65 30.6 1.71 362 2.14

4A 1 51.40 44.2 0.53 22S 2.17
2 No ................

Failure

3 63.75 37.8 0.75 226 2.26

4 No ................
Fat lure

5 37. 60 36.0 0.89 237 2.32

6 32.90 29.8 0.98 240 1.73

7 42.80 27-5 3.08 234 1.66

8 48.30 29.2 1.6 231 2.04
9 No .... ............

Failure

10 50.5 29.2 1.22 _ 230 2.16

11 54.8 27.0 1.48 229 2.12

12 96._ 25.6 1.66 219 2.37
13 No .... .... .... ....

Fai lure

1 14 1.2 27.6 2.21 336 2.39

5A I 0.78 76.0 0.52 352 - 4.07

2 0.78 70.0 0.76 352 5.16

0.72 61.9 0.88 357 4.51

4 0.80 62.9 -I.O6 351- 5.76

5 0.86 60.6 1.21 350 6.06

6o 0.66 57.5 1.52 361 6.64

7 0.8O 52.1 1.87 351 6.38
8 0.97 42.1 2.33 344 57

(1) Bad run, data net interpreted
(2) Failure point Pot apparent

(3) Dye penetrant had been introduced into syetem. 0.75 crack radius assumed
(4) Doubt as to the accuracy of the analysis for c > 1.0 makes these results questionable

(5) leg E 2 2.538 - 0.1232 log t . 0.01292 log 2 t - 0.0006608 log? t
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Figure 23. Summary of Blister Specimen Ya Determination

The basis of operation of the RPL device is that of a hydraulically
controlled mechanical device. A driving cam is lifted-by a hydraulic
pump which is controlled by an MTS electronics system. As the cam is
raised, 18 arms are displaced. These 18 arms are connected through rods
to a rubber load collar which distributes the load to a circular disc of
the material being tested. Nine of the '18 rods are instrumented with load
cells to give load applied. The driving cam is controlled to a prepro-
grammed rate by feedback from cam-displacement or collar-displaceuent (for
displacement boundaries) or from load cell output (for force boundaries).
Test records include analog time records of load ceil outputs and cam dis-

placement. Photographs of the specimen are made at regular intervals and
correlated with the analog time record.
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Figure 24. Radial Planar Loading Device
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Tile camera for ° making photographic records is a modified aerial
reconnaisance camera with a 9-inch film size. Tile resulting photograph
is 1.000 + 0.005 times the actual specimen size. This permits direct
measurement from the photo negatives of col1.,, and specimen displace-
ments and- crack growth.

The test specimens for the 1l.L apparr cast in individual
molds using Teflon plugs for the center t , 'rel. After cure, the
discs are bonded into the rubber load coll. ie bond is then cured
and the specimen mounted into the test mach .t Load from the 18 rods
or spokes is induced into the collar by bolts 'thrdtugh clevices on the

L rod ends and through bushings in the collar. This bolt-circle diameter
formed part of the initial machine setup and was set at 6.625 + 0.025
inch. This corresponded most closely to the bolt-circle diameter of
the rubber load collar following cure. To minimize initial stresses in
the specimen, the collars were bolted to a base with the 6.625-inch
bolt diameter, and the specimens were then bonded into the collar.

All tests performed on thil' program used a displacement boundary.
As outlined in Table I, a variety of tests were performed on both
Solithane and TPII-1011 propellant specimens. These tests are described
on the following pages.

SOLITHANE DISC TESTS

Twelve Solithane discs were tested in the R.PL device. Of these,
six had circular ports-of about 1.36-inch diameter, Fig. 25. The other
six were six-point stars with a high radius base as shown in Fig. 26.
Three of each type specimen were tested at a nearly constant displace-
ment rate until a crack initiated at the inner port

After the crack bad run to a depth of about 0.2 inch,, the specimen

was unloaded, rested, then retested until crack growth started again.
This allowed measurement ,of crack growth initiation as a function of
crack depth. The data from the six tests are summarized in Table V and
presented graphically in Fig. 27 and 28 for the circular port and star
port specimens, respectively. The general shape of the curves are as

expected from analytical studies, e.g., Ref. 6.

The remaining six specimens were tested to measure flaw growth rate

at constant displacement for three displacement levels. The specimens
were displaced radially about 0.026, 0.032, and 0.036 inch, respectively.
Cracks approximately 0.15 inch deep were initiated using a razor after
the specimen stress had relaxed from the application of displacement.
The cracks were allowed to grow to 'the collar with a record of specimen
load. Photographs of the crack were made throughout the test. A photo-

graphic record of the crack growth from one of these tests is shown in
Fig. 29. The radial displacement, crack length, -,+i;average load measured
in the loading rods are shown in Fig. 30--35 for the six specimens tested

in this manner.
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- Figure 26. Star Port Biaxial Disc Cross Section
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TABLE V

CRACK GROWTH INITIATION DATA FOR SOLITI1ANI DISC

SPECIMENS CONSTANT HATE TESTS

Initial Fai lure
Specimen Crack Depth, Displacement Time to 6

No. Test No. co in. 6 in. to, in.
_________ _____0__ cr

Circular
Port

21 1 .- 0.015 0.131 415.0

2 0.115 0.047 Ili.7

3 0.296 0.027 5.0

22 1 -- 0.16t, 55.7

26 1 o. lt6 49.8

Star Port

93 1 -- 0.077 20.0

2 0.340 0.027- 3.6-

3 0.600 0.018 1.8

24 1 -- 0.098 30.8
2 0.176 0.039 7.1

• 3 0.550 0.025 5.8

25 1 -- 0.087 24.5

2 O.196 0.036 8.0
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Figure 27. Critical Load vs Initial Depth Solithane
Disc Specimens--Circular Port
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Solithane Disc Specimens--Star Port
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Figure 29. Solitlane As-Cast Circular Port RPL Disc Test,
Constant Displacement Rate, Specimen No. 21
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Figure 30. Solithane Circular Port Disc, Test 27
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Figure 31. Solithane Constant Displacement Disc, Test 2"8
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Figure 33. Solithane Star Port Disc, Test 30
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A second set of specimens, one of each configuration, was used with
a photoelastic analysis to evaluate the load distribution arising from
loading the discs at 18 discrete points. The stress field was evaluated
at radial displacements ranging from 0 to 0.12 inch (Fig. 36). The ex-
pected symmetry of the stress field in the disc specimens was noted over
the central 50% of the Solithane web at 0.02-inch radial displacement and
over 75% at 0.04-inch displacement. At higher levels, the symmetry ex-
tended to near the collar edge.

It was concluded from these observations that the specimen analysis

in which uniform loading at the boundary is assumed will be legitimate
for the study of flaw behavior within the central (constant thickness)
region of the specimen.

TPII-10ll PROPELLANT DISC TESTS

Chronologically, t'e RPL disc tests were first performed on the
TI-1011 propellant specimens prepared by Thiokol. Sixteen tests were
conducted although experimental difficulties negated the usefulness of
eight of these. Problems encountered were typical of initial effort on
a new test concept of this type. The primary difficulty came from de-
bonding of the propellant disc specimens from the load collars. Two tests
were ruined when the aerial camera malfunctioned. The eight valid tests,
however, provided an abundance of data including crack initiation, tra-
jectory, and growth response.

The first set of tests performed involved deforming the disc speci-
mens at a nearly constant rate of radial displacement and monitoring the
load applied as well as the specimen geometric response. The upper sur-
face of the propellant specimens was marked with static rubber beads to
provide dimensional reference for the photographs. The first two tests
were run on the circular port specimens, and multiple cracks were recorded
as seen in Fig. 37 and 38. Data from these two tests are shown in Fig. 39
and 40. Similarly, two star port specimens were tested at an approximate
constant radial displacement rate. Again, multiple cracks were noted at
failure. Cracks appeared in all the star points, but they progressed
toward the collar in only three. Photographs of these two specimens are
shown in Fig. 41 and 42. The trajectory of the cracks was of particular
interest on these tests. Analysis and prior experimental observations
had indicated that the cracks would grow at some angle to a radius through
the point of initiation then turn and grow radially toward the collar.
Examination of Fig. 41 and 42 confirms this. Actual initial direction
relative to the radius through the initiation point and depth to turning
are listed in Table VI. The displacement boundary, load response, and
crack length are shown as functions of time for these two tests in Fig.
43 and 44.
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Figure 36. Photoelastic Isoclonic Survey
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a. Time =0 b. Time =39-minutes

c. Time 43.5 minutes d. Time =47 minutes

Figure 37. TPH-l0l1 Propellant As-Cas. Circular Port RPL Disc Test,
Constant Displacement R~ate, Specimen No. I
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a. Time = 0 b. Time = 42.5 minutes

c. Time 45.4 minutes d. Time = 49.3 minutes

Figure 38. TPII-1011 Propellant As-Cast Circular Port RPL Disc Test,
Constant Displacement Rate, Specimen No. 2
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a. Time = 0 b. Time = 26.5 minutes

c. Time = 32.4 minutes d. Unloading

Figure 42. TPI-1011 Propellant As-Cast Star Port RPL Disc Test,
Constant Displacement Rate, Specimen No. 9
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TABLE VI

TPH-1O11 STAR POINT DISC SPECIMEN

INITIAL TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

Initial Depth of
Trajectory, Initial Crack

Test 7A1 0 , deg Portion, in.

Crack No. 1 -15 0.055

Crack No. 2 -'-15 0.065

Crack No. 3 -20 0.096

Test 9A

Crack No. 1 -12 0.080

Crack No. 2 --20 0.090

Crack No. 3 [-,'20 0.050
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The next four tests (1 star port, 3 circular port) were conducted
with similar load histories to the first four tests, but the specimens
were precracked in a controlled manner. These tests were conducted to
obtain crack initiation data for a different initial crack depth and to
evaluate growth rate. The circular port specimens were cut initially
at two diametrically opposed points. The star port specimen was pre-
cracked in each star point. Photographs recording the crack growth are
shown in Fig. 45 and 46 for one of the circular port specimens and the
star port specimen, respectively. The displacement boundary and crack
response are shown in Fig. 47--50. Crack initiation data for these
eight TPH-1Oll disc tests are summarized in Table VIE.

The data package for the analytical study consists of the load in-
put, material properties, and specimen responses as monitored in this
experimental effort.
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a. Time =3.1' minutes 1). Time =24 minutes

-c. Time =31.9 minutes d. Time 40 minutes

Figure 46. TPII-1011 propellant Precracked Star Port JU'L Disc
Test, Constant Displacement Rate, Specimen No. 8
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TABLE VII

CRACK GROWTH INITIATION DATA FOR TPII-101]

DISC SPECIMEN CONSTANT RATE TESTS

Initial Failure
Specimen Crack Depth, Displaement Time to 6cr

No. Co, in. 6cr in. t, in

Circular
Port

IA -- 0.119 28.7

2A 0.123 33.9

lOA 0.262/0.265 0.031 4.1

11A 0.253/0.245 0.033 4.3

12 A 0.240/0.240 0.032 5.6

Star Port

7A -- 0.106 25.6

8A* 0.128-0.156 - 0.043 6.0

9A -- 0.103 23.5

* All six star valleys were precracked.

Range of initial depths is indicated.
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SEC. fON IV. ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

The analytical effort is directed toward interpretation of the data
generated experimentally and evaluation of the validity of fracture mech-
anics concepts to the prediction of flaw growth initiation, propagation,
and trajectory. Characterization of the materials being studied is
essential to the analysis. Given the material properties and the test
conditions, we shall examine, analytically, the response of the specimens
to those conditions.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES (TPH-IO11 PROPELLANT)

The propellant used on this program is TPH-IOII, an j6% solids loaded
PBAN composition, manufactared by Thiokol Chemical, Wasatch. Mechanical
characterization data were obtained from Thi)kol and verified in strip bi-
axial relaxation tests at Rocketdyne as described in the experimental
section. The relaxation modulus as reported by Thiokol for uniaxial
specimens is represented by Eq. 33 for 77 F behavior as

log E = 2.538 - 0.1232 log (t) + 0.01292 log2(t)
rel

-0.0006608 1og 3(t)

A modified power law of the form

E -EEre(t) =E + e " (37)
rel e (ine (1 + t/To 0

was obtained to represent the modulus. The best fit was obtained with

Glassy-modulus, E 100,000 psi

Rubbery modulus, Ee 100 psiJ Log-log slope, n = 0.166' io16
Relaxation characteristic, TO = 2.368 x 10l .rmin

So that Eq. 3 becomes

Erel(t) = (00 + 9.99 x 10 (1 + 4.223 t x 1015) - 0 1 66 38)

For comparison, Eq. 33 and 38 arc plotted in Fig. 51.
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Figure 51. TPHI-1011 Uniaxial Relaxation Behaviur
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A quantity of importance in the constant rate problem is the "secondL E(2) (t),wer hsursip

time-averaged" relaxation modulus, 2E re( where the superscript

refers to the double time integral of the relaxation modulus. Using the
modified power law representation we obtain

2 r()1 e 02n(-, _)2

2 rele
t L 0

2(E -E )To
1-n \tj(39)

which gives, for TPII-1011 propellant,

_ 2) = 100 + 7.324 x 127 1 2 4.223t x i1.80

5.673 x l-  19)

This quantity is also shown in Fig. 51.

Other properties of interest for the analysis include the uniaxial
strain capability, shown in Fig. 52, taken from Ref. 27. For comparison

and later reference, the uniaxial strain at corrected maximum stress (Ref.
28) is shown in Fig. 53. Characteristic energy release rates Yc and
Ya (cohesive and adhesive) were discussed previously. The other quantity 1
required for analytical investigation--the Poisson's ratio--was taken as
0.499 in the finite element analyses and 0.5 in the exact or closed-form;. analyses. This assumption has little effect on the disc specimen result
due to the essentially plane-stress nature of the specimen.

Liner properties, including a modulus (elastic) of 150 psi and a
Poisson's ratio of 0.4999, were assumed for the peel test.
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES (SOLITHANE 50/50)

Similar properties were obtained for Solithane 113 in a 50/50 (resin-
hardener ratio) composition. Solithane 113 is a photoviscoelastic cross-
linked polyurethane used as an interim standardized rubber for experimen-
tal and theoretical research purposes. The Solithane specimens were cast
at UTC, Sunnyvale; but the material characteristics used in this analyti-
cal effort were those reported by Knauss and Mueller (Ref. 29). As for
the TPII-10ll propellant, the Solithane relaxation data were shifted to
77 F and fitted to a modified power law, Eq. 33, by taking

Eg = 31,425 psi, E 425 psi, n = 0.70, To = 1.635 x 10-9 min

which gives the curve shown in Fig. 514. The "second time-averaged" re-
laxation modulus was computed from the modified power law representation
resulting in t he representation also shown in Fig. 54. The creep com-
pliance for Solithane 113 (50/50) from Ref. 29 is shown in Fig. 55. Also,
for later reference, the uniaxial strain capability is presented in
Fig. 56.

The fracture energy of Solithane 113 has been characterized by Mueller
(Ref. 26) for the lower limit value using Tolaene-swollen Solithane 113.
He determined, for this lower limit, a value of Yc = 0.0321 in.-lb/in.2 .
Other values (quoted but unpublished) set a nominal range of Y. for 50/50
Solithane as being between 0.7 and 1.2 in.-lb/in.2 .
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MATERIAL PROPEI'NES (DISC SIECIIO LOAD COLLAR)

Interaction between the rubber load collar for the 1U)L test specimen
and the propellant or Solithane disc merits calibration of the collar for
use in analysis. The material used in the collar , a carbon-black filled
ethylene propylene terpolymer (EPT) rubber used at Rocketdyne as a

ler/restrictor material, was characterized in uniaxial tension at 77 F.

The modulus (nearly time independent) at 100, strain was found to be
202 psi while the average modulus to approximately 500% strain was 378
psi. Since the strains wi'll be less than 10, the lower value of 202
psi is indicated. Verification" testing was done on the load collar it-
self. A radiil displacement rate of 0.00275 in./min was applied to the
collar on the RlPL device. The deflection vs load response was recorded.
Figure 57 shows this relationship (load average for the nine ,oad cells)
for two consecutive tests on one collar. At the same time, a finite
element elastic analysis was performed in which deflection resulting
from applied loads was determined as a function of rubber modulus. The
200 psi modulus gave the best fit at 10-pound load (-..45-inch radial
deflection) as shown in Fig. 52. At th, 6-pound load level (6 r(b) 0.20
inch) the elastic modulus is about 258 psi. The rubber material is
taken to be incompressible under the conditions analyzed.

0.70 - 0 First Test

A Second Test
o.6o Avg 6r 0.00275 in./min J.

-~ Elastic
Q Analysis

0.50 -with

-',, E 200 psi

0.40

P40.30 -

.- 0.20 -

40 0 .1 0 -

.I0J i I I I,

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Average Force, lb

Figure 57. Collar Load-Deflection Measurement at 77 F
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BLISTER PEEL TEST ANALYSIS

The initial data analysis of the blister peel test results was based

on simplifying assumptions which neglected effects of finite propellant
thickness and the pressure of the liner interlayer. For establishing
feasibility of the experimental approach to bond failure characteriza-
tion, this level of analysis is sufficient. To provide the basis for

future dev,1opment of the test technique, however, a detailed examination
of the effects of propellant layer thickness and of the elastic inter-
layer (liner) is in order. A closed-form type analytical approach has
been attacked by Jones and Williams (Ref. 24, 25, and 30). A finite
element elastic computer solution was obtained for the specific geometry
tested at SRD on this program. These analyses are summarized in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Consider a circular rod of incompressible elastic material bonded to
a rigid pl-'e with air injected through a hole in the rigid plate into a
circular unbond between the rod and plate. From an energy analysis, the
pressure at which the unbond will begin to grow is given by (Ref. 31):

rrEa

P = (41)cr V 3c

where c is the radius of the unbond. As the length of the rod decreases
(and is referred to as a plate of thickness, h) the condition for criti-

cality is given by

,' 32 h3 E Ya

cr 2 4(42)
cr 3(1-v ) c

These criticality conditions (Eq. 41 and 42) are plotted in Fig. 58. In
Ref 30, experimental results from Solithane or glass tests indicated
that Eq. 41 was valid for (h/c) > - 2.0. Assuming the simplified analysis
to be valid for c- 0.5 inch for the tests conducted on TPH-1011 propel-
lant, the values of Ya determined initially are used to evaluate P2 c/BY
for the larger initial unbond radii (h/c smaller). This experimental re-
sult is superposed on Fig. 58 along with the experimentally determined
transition for Solithane/glass determined by Jones. This transition is
important when considering the range of validity of test data reduced

using Eq. 41.
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I Thin Plate Solution
5I

------ Solithane/Glass Reported
by Jones (Ref. 30)

4 --.--- TPI - Ill/Liner (Interlayer
not Accounted for)

2
Infinite Rod Solution"

0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
h/c

Figure 58. Limit Solutions for two-Mtaterial Blister Test

The problem of the adhesive interlayer is quite complicated. Williams
(Ref. 25) approached the problem of considering the inte-layer by treating
it as an elastic foundation supporting a long plate as in Fig. 59. The
field equations for the region inside the unborid are (Ref. 26):

DVJ w P (43)

while outside the unbond,

D7 4  k w = 0 (44)
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V
where w is the deflection of the upper plate; k, the interlayer stiffness;

, and D, the plate flexural rigidity. From Fig. 59 we have

D = E h0 (45)
12(1- v 2 )

and

k (46)

while X is defined through

k 4DX4  (47)

W, z

Rigid Substrate

-Adhesive Interliyer
E', Vt, h' x

Figure 59. Sketch of Adhesive Interlayer Geometry j"

At the intersection of the regions represented by Eq. 43 and 44,
namely at x = c, deflection, slope, moment, and shear must be equal.
Imposing these conditions, the deflections are determined throughout
the body. Applying an energy balance, the condition for criticality
is found to be

p h - g (Xc) (48)
7r 5(1_2 ) c
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where g(Xc) is a complex combination of Kelvin functions and their deriva-
tives as functions of Xc. The bracketed term in 1q. 48 is the correction
due to the interlayer. This facror is plotted in Fig. 60. Note tIlat as
k -. C (interlayer thickness- 0) li e corre(tiou g,,c) - 0. For most
cases, the liner will be nearly incom -esibJe (,? - 0.5) which also gives
k -. so that the correction will ')u qui to- stua-l.
0.10
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0 I I . I p I I I
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Xc

Figure 60. Adhesive Interlayer Correction Factor, g(xc)
(from Ref. 25)

Since the direct solution is not available for axisynimetric cases
where (h/c) is large (as in the experiments conducted on this program) a
finite element computer solution was obtained. Since only one liner thick-

ness and modulus was evaluated, the generalized effect cannot be deter-
mined. For the specific case at hand, however, the presence of the liner
reduces the critical pressure on the order of 3$ so that the ya determined
using Eq. 41 is high by about 6%. Within the overall accuracy of the test
measurements, this 6% error is not particularly bad.

SOLITHANE DISC TESTS

Much of the analysis performed in support of the RPL test is equally
applicable to the Solithane and TPI-1011 propellant specimens. The con-
ditions for which analytical-experimental correlation is evaluated' are
crack initiation, crack growth rate, and crack trajectory. Supportive

analyses in the last two areas were conducted at Thiokol (for the TPII-1011

propellant) and UTC (for the Solithane). Htere, the basic interest is in
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evaluating the test results against the theoretical foundations of frac-
ture of viscoelastic materials. Because of analytical simplicity, the
bulk of the interpretation is directed toward the circular port specimen.
The star configuration is of special interest in the trajectory study at
Thiokol and it is this configuration which exemplifies the possibilities
for the RPL test as a "plane stress analogue motor."

CRACK INITIATION

The initiation of crack growth is the first problem of interest to a
solid rocket motor grain stress analyst. This initiation may occur at a
surface with very tiny flaws (beyond the range detectable by the unaided
eye) or by growth of a finite crack in a grain. Conventional analysis
techniques are unable -to treat the latter problem because of the mathe-

matical stress singularity at the crack tip. For the firbt case, that of
an apparently flawless surface, a typical approach is to apply a maximum
principal strain criterion for failure. The geometry of the RPL disc
specimen is amenable to comparing uniaxial tensile specimen strain capa-
bilities (on which most strain criteria are based) with the uniaxial
failure strain at the port of the disc. For the circular port Solithane
disc specimens tested as cast, the tangential strain at the inuer port
at failure was found to lie between 0.19 and 0.21 in./in. The time to
failure for these tests (conducted at 7-7 F) was in the range of 50 minutes.
From Ref. 29, the uniaxial failure strain for this condition is on the
order of 0.35 in./in. As will be shown later, this discrepancy is roughly
the same as that noted for the TPH-1Ol1 propellant tests.

An alternate approach to predicting the crack initiation at the inner
port was attempted. This technique relied on direct application of cylin-
drical flaw theory (as discussed in Section I) to the circular port disc
geometry. From Ref. 5, for a plane stress cylindrical flaw subjected to
constant rate displacement at the boundary, the condition for criticality
is given- by:

1 (G + 3 k2) (/a o  = ( .
ic 0

where k = (ao/b) and the radial displacement, 6(t) = Uot. For the circu-
lar port Solithane specimens, we have ao = 0.681 inch, 6 2.934 inches,
and Uo = 0.0031 in./min. The criticality may be expressed by writing yc
as a function of time from Eq. 49 then intersecting the resulting curve
at to (time of failure) to determine Y. or at the given Yc to predict to.
Using the relaxation modulus shown in Fig. 55, the Yc vs t relationship

implied by Eq. 49 is shown in Fig. 61. The times to failure for the two
Solithane specimens with no apparent initial flaw were 49 and 55 minutes.
From Fig. 44, this would infer a Ye of about 4.3 in.-ib/sq in. or about 2
orders of magnitude greater than that reported by Mueller as a lower
limit (long-time) value. Taking the frequently quoted value, Yc = 1, for
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Solithane, the predicted time to failure would be 26 minutes. Thus,
in terms of predicted critical applied displacement, we are conserva-
tive by a factor of 2 using the cylindrical flaw approach and on the
opposite side by a factor of 2 using the strain criterion. Discussion
of the significance of this observation is given in Section V where the
corollary results for TPII-10ll propellant are also discussed.
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Figure 61. Y. vs 6cr Solithane Circular Port
Disc Specimen; 77 F, Time > 1 Sec

Initiation of crack growth at a pre-existing crack is not amenable
to analysis by either of the methods described above. The fracture mech-
anics approach formulated by Griffj h is addressed specifically to this
problem. The analysis discussed here is based on Bowie's study of a
crack in a sheet with a central hole (Ref. 6). For the star port geome-
try, a direct computation of the rate-of-change of energy with increase in
crack length using finite-element computer techniques is indicated. These
computations for this specific geometry were conducted at Thiokol. The
evaluation of the test and the results are based .on the circular port
specimens.

Bowie, in Ref. 6, considered the case of an infinite plane plate of
elastic material with a circular hole. 'lie derived the criticality condi-
tions, based on the Griffith hypothesis, for one and two (symmetrical,
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equal-length) cracks radiating from the central hole when the plate is
subjected to simple or uniform tension at infinity. For the case of
uniform tension at infinity,

k EY
a (50)cr _ .-'(L,)

where fl(L) is a crack length parameter and L is the crack length expressed
in units of the center port radius, a. For the elastic problem, with
b >> a.

E6
crcr b=  V (51)

Modifying the result to represent the displacement boundary, we have as
a first approximation

6 r kT Yc(l*V) ( 2%--= s r(L) (52)

The parameter k is the number of cracks. The value of f' (L) is shown for
various values of L in Table VIII. For the case of a single crack in an
incompressible material, and replacing E by £ E(2)(t) we have for the
test data as shown in Fig. 27, t2

cr (53)

r - [cf' (L)1

The energy release rate Y6, was determined from Eq. 53 and is shown, as
a function of time in Fig. 62. The range of values (0.4 - 0.25 in.-lb/sq
in.) is compatible with the quoted value of - 1 in.-lb/sq in. and the
lower limit of 0.03 in.-lb/sq in. established by Mueller. These results,
while not conclusive in terms of verification of the theoretical approach,
indicate the feasibility of expanding the study in this area.
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TABLE VIII

f' (L) FOR R1ADIAL CRACKS IN PLANE STRESS SHEET

WITH CENTRAL HOLE, UNIFORM TENSION

L -f(L) for k = 1 -f (L)- fork = 2

0.0 0.000 0.000

0.1 0.203 O.4,06

0.2 0.33, o. 668

0.3 0.433 0.877

0.4 0.503 1.073

0.5 0.565 1.230

0.6 o.61o 1.539

0.8 0.69, 1.653

1.0 0.756 1.885

1.2 0.819 2.002

1.4 0.857 2.337

1.6 0.952 2.497

1.8 0.994 2.704

2.0 1.020 2.974

2.4 1.169 3.287

2.8 1.237 3.753

3.2 1.352 4.082

3.6 1.469 41.4155

4.0 1.547 4.883

5.0 1.709 5.649
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a. Time -0 b. Time =21 minutes

-I

c. Tesa No. 1, Unloading d. End of Test No. 2

Figure 62. Solithane As-Cast Star Port RPL Disc Test,
-Constant Displacement Rate, Test 23
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CRACK GROWTH

The problem of crack growth is of equal importanci! to that of the
initiation of growth. The rate at which a crack can be expected to grow
under a given set of conditions may determine the usefulness of a motor

with a pre-existing crack. The trajectory of the growing crack may also
be a determining factor. For the circular port geometry, the crack path
for a symmetric boundary loading would be expected to be radially outward.
For the star port, however, the stress field in the local area of the
initiating crack is influenced by the configuration of the port. As
seen in Fig. 62, the initial direction of the crack is at an angle away
from a radius through the point of initiation. This angle was on the
order of 15-200 in the specimens tested. This phenomena is primarily n
function of specimen geometry and can be evaluated by means of finite
element elastic computer energy variation calculations. Similar observa-
tions are found for the TPI-1011, propellant tests as shown later.

The rate of growth for the crack has beei studied by Mueller as dis-
cussed in Section I1. His approach, to consider the energy balance. in the
local area of the advancing crack tip, requires a knowledge of the stresses
in the vcinity of the crack tip and of the geometry of the crack opening
near the tip. The viscous dissipation of energy enters through the crack
geometry enter the prbbl& j' through the "stress intensity factor," kn.
The criticality condition- for stable crack propagation is .of the same
form as that obtained from spherical flaw theory using a global energy
approach but with the geometiical characteristics being expressed in
terms of the stress intensity factor. Computation of the stress in-
tensity factor is accomplished via a Jinite element computer approach and
is being carried out at U['C as a part of the Fracture Mechanic i Program.

The test performed to evaluate propagation rate in the lease con-
plicated manner consisted of starting a crack in a specimen with a con-
stant displacement applied. As a first order evaluation, of the result,

the criticality criterion established by Mueller was applied in a rela-
tive manner. For two tests on the same geometrical configuration,
differing only in applied load, we find

r D a

2 1 (54
cr Ac (5T)

1 D

where Ac is the width of the region failing immediately in front of the
advancing crack tip. After Mueller, the value of Ac was taken to be 10-8
inch. The results from comparing applied displacements and resultant
velocities for the six Solithane tests conducted at constant displacement
are shown in Table IX. The favorable comparison is indicative of the
validity of the test method and the relationship between applied load
and crack velocity as given in Eq. 50.
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PROPELIANT DISC TESTS

The RPL tests conducted on the TPII-101 propellant specimens were
less varied and subject to tile difficulties of developing a new test.
Phenomenologically, the test results were quite similar. The greatest
single observed difference was that the TPH-1011 propellant specimens
which were tested as-cast exhibited multiple cracks at failure while the
Solithane specimens failed with single cracks. This is attributed to
the" higher density of initial flaws provided by the presence of filler
particles in the propellant. The same categories of interest--initiation,
propagation, and trajectory--apply for the propellant data analysis.

CRACK INITIATION

Of the five circular port specimens tested, -two were with the as-
cast surface, three with double precracks. Thc two as-cast specimens
failed at strain levels of 0.134 and 0.172 in./in. This compares with
the reported strain capability (Fig. 42) of about 0.27 in./in. Treat-
ing the failure with plane stress cylindrical flaw theory, we have the
result shown in Fig. 63. The implied Yc as ao function of test time
intersected with the Yc measured in biaxial strips a't SRD, Fig. 10,
predicts failures at 29 and 32 minutes, respectively. The observed
failures occurred at approximately 28 and 34 minutes. While this com-
parison is encouraging, the result is tempered by the observation on
Solithane and the lack of ,additional comparable test data on the pro-
pellant.

3.0-

Test1
' Test 2

S/

2.0

Thiokol Biaxial

1.0-

0.6
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 _8 32 36

Time, min

Figure 63. Circular Port RPL Disc Test Failure
Data, TPH-1011 Pr Ilant
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The precracked specimens may be viewed in terms of the Bowie prob-
lem. These specimens were precracked with two diametrally opposed cracks
approximately 0.24 inch in length. From the data in Fig. 48--50, however,
the Bowie results, as applied to the Solithane tests, gii e Yc for the TPH-
1011 propellant on the order of 1.0 in.-lb/sq in.--about the same order
of magnitude as that measured on biaxial strips. This result will be dis-
cussed in the following section. A finite element computer calculation
for circular port geometry was made, and the result is shown in Fig. 64.
The values for Yc computed from the above data using Fig. 64 agree with
the Bowie result and, again, are on the order of 1.0 in.-lb/sq in.

20

18

16

12 sE, y

II~l
b

8

6-

4- a 0.681 in.

F 2

0 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.26
s/b

Figure 64. Finite Element Criticality Computation

CRACK GROWTH

The growth rate problem on the TPH-1011 propellant tests is compli-
cated by the method of testing used--the continuously varying displace-
ment boundary. The observed crack trajectory on the star port specimens
(Fig. 41 and 42), as discussed previously, exhibited the initial away-
from-the-radial direction as given in Table VII. Again, as in the Solithane
specimens, the initial crack direction is - 200 away from the radial line
through the point of initiation. Lacking the characteristic 6c for TPH-I 1011 propellant and the stress intensity factor, being evaluated for these
test geometries by UTC, no attempt is made to correlate an analysis with
the crack velocity measurements. The added problem of the changing bound-
ary was recognized and corrected before the S61ithane tests were run.
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SECTION V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objectives of the Fracture Mechanics program at

Rocketdyne were accomplished. The feasibility of the blister peel test

for propellant/liner systems was demonstrated, and the development of

the Radial Planar Loading disc test was completed. Comparison of test

results with the theories of fracture mechanics as applied to visco-

elastic materials was encouraging, but it revealed problems with major

impact. The following paragraphs discuss the technical observations

and summarize inferences drawn from these observations.

BLISTER PEEL TEST

Results from the blister peel tests were most encouraging. The ob-
served data spread, ± 20%, is not particularly good, but with the limited
number of tests performed it is not surprising. The ability to obtain
multiple data points from a single specimen is encouraging from the stand-
point of maintaining reasonable test costs and of having repetitive data
on a given system. Evaluation of specimen geometry, a study of the effects
of the pressurizing agent, and characterization of several systems over a
range of rates and temperatures are still needed in development of this
test method. Application of the results to failure prediction of bond
lines loaded in tension (as in poker chip tests or motors) is needed to
determine the validity of the fracture concept to flaw growth in bimate-
rial systems.

DISC TESTS

Disc test results indicate (1) a difference in the fracture response

of Solithane and filled propellant and (2) an area of difficulty in pre-
dicting the initiation of crack growth from initial as-cast surfaces. A
basic difference in fracture initiation was recorded between the as-cast
Solithane and as-cast TPH-10ll propellant specimens in that the Solithane
specimens all failed with single cracks; while the propellant failed with
multiple cracks.

Prediction of crack initiation at the disc bore surface was an un-
rewarding endeavor. Presupposition had been that uniaxial tensile strain
capability would provide an accurate indicator for this mode of crack
initiation. Results, however, indicate that failure initiated at strain

levels on the order of 50% of uniaxial strain capability. One question
that arises concerns the validity of making such a comparison. Uniaxial
failure data reflect strain to cat-istrophic failure; while disc failures
are reported for flaw growth to a size visible to the ucaided eye.
Another often used indicator for uniaxial capability is strain at maxi-

mum stress as shown in Fig. 53 for TPH-lOll propellant. At a log re-

duced strain rate of about 1.0 in./in./min the reduction in implied
strain capability over maximum strain is only slight, however, the
crack initiation, speciment load (as exemplified in Fig. 65) vs applied
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deflection, indication on the disc specimen is not a peak stress but
rather a change in slope. One may conclude from these observations that
standard uniaxial failure strain -interpretation is less conservative than
the interpretation of failure at a grain surface in motor-like geometries.

25

20- Circular Port
20 Disc (Test 2)

' Initiati on

0 15

l10 Star Port Disc
(Test 7)

~Initiation

5-
Radial Deflection Rate ,, 0.00275 in./in.

0L
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16

Radial Deflection, in.

Figure 65. Load Deflection Relationship, TPH-10ll
Propellant Disc Tests

The apparent correlation between the cylindrical plane stress frac-
ture computation and the TPH-1011 propellant circular port specimen re-
sults as discussed in the previous section and the equal lack of correla-
tion with the Solithane data lead to two possible viewpoints. The first
is that the TPII-IOll propellant correlation is a coincidence. The second
rests on the phenomenological observation of the mode of failure initia-
tion and the assumption inherent in the analysis. The key factor in the
cylindrical flaw solution is flaw growth by "ablation" or disintegratioi
of the inner surface. TPH-1011 propellant specimens exhibited failure
through initiation of multiple cracks (at least 10 in both cases) al-
though only two or three continued beyond the surface layer. This mode
of initiation may thus be viewed as an eroding of the surface analagous
to the theoretical assumption. The Solithane mode of failure, single
crack opening, is quite different from" the ablating surface analogy.
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RPL TEST APPARATUS

The RPL test apparatus worked reasonably well in the role for which
it was intended. Problem areas encountered with the test were (1) non-
uniform rate of loading and (2) imperfect circular symmetry of the bound-
ary loading. Neither of these problems proved detrimental to the testing
or analysis but should becorrected for future work devoted to more pre-
cise study of fracture in this type specimen.

The loading, history programmed into the MTS system controller for
the RPL apparatus was nct duplicated at the bolt circle on the load collar.
For the intended linear displacement rate tests, the collar responded with
a displacement rate which was initially three times the final rate of dis-
placement as shown in Fig. 66. The explanation for this phenomenon rests
in locating fabrication errors in the mechanical linkage between the hy-
draulic lift and the attachment to the load collar. The most likely
source of error is a slight mismachining of the runners in the cam which
forces the load arms outward. The cylindrical flaw fracture analysis was
performed using the final loading rate, the average loading rate, and a

bbi-linear rate loading history with no apparent difference in the results.
V Thus, we may conclude that this history variation did not adversely affect

the tests performed on this program.

VThe other area of potential difficulty deals with the symmetry of

the applied loading. The problem here is traced back to the initial set-
up of the bolt circle where the load collar is attached. It is best re-
flected in the load measured on the nine load arms. Figure 67 shows the
load as measured at the nine load cells around the specimen. The initial
diameter (as measuredfrom test specimen photos) across the specimen at
the nine load-arm sets and the radial displacements corresponding to the
loads in Fig. 67 are shown in Fig. 68. That the loads and displacements
are uniformly distributed throughout the inner portion of the specimen
web was confirmed in the photoelastic study of the Solithane specimens.

At displacement of 0.02 inch (radial) load symmetry exists over the
inner 30% of the web and at 0.04 inch, over the central 60%. The setup
of this bolt-circle diameter is correctable without additional fabrica-
t ion and can be readily accomplished after the loading rate problem is
resolved.

The temperature capability of the RPL apparatus was not utilized on
this program although all necessary equipment is available. One potential
area of difficulty was uncovered while checking out the operation of the
thermal environmental chamber. The stiffness of the load collar and pro-
pellant inc-.aases by greater than an order of magnitude between room
temperature and -80 F. The load cells mounted on the arms have a capacity
of 1000 pounds to acommodate the expected load response at the lower
temperatures. U-joints between the arms which transmit load from the cam
to -the rods and the rod attachment to the load collar insure radial load-
ing of the collar. These U-joints were designed as weak links to protect
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the load cells and were chosen to break at loads of about 750 pounds.
In the check-out testing, however, these U-joints began to fail at about
500 pounds. They were replaced with available stock to permit testing,
but future work which utilizes the temperature capability of the ap-
paratus will require connectors that are able to carry greater loads.
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CONCLUSIONS

The test feasibility and development effort provided positive re-
sults in attacking the problem of applying fracture mechanics to solid
propellant rocket motor grain failure analyses. The limited results
obtained from the testing and corollary analytical studies attest to
the applicability of these concepts to grain analysis. Exploitation of
these experimental tools to define the parameters associated with crack
or unbond initiation and growth and relating of the results to actual
motor response are discussed in the following recommendations.
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SECTION VI. RECOMMENATIONS

The Fracture Mechanics Program has provided two promising experi-
mental method, for applying fracture concepts to propellant analysis
and had indicated applicability of these concepts. The following para-
graphs contain recommendations for extending the present results to motor
configuration-evaluation. The needed effort is experimental and analyt-
ical in each phase. The first part of the recommended study applies to
single loading problems. The second part extends into the area of cumu-
lative damage effects of repeated loadings and behavior of other materials
in uniform tension. The recommendations cover four specific areas:

1. Blister peel test development and application

2. RPL disc test extended testing

3. Subscale motor analysis and testing

4. Applications studies utilizing RPL disc test

Specific problems which need to be attacked in these four areas are
summarized below.

BLISTER PEEL TEST

There are three particularly important questions to be answered
concerning the blister peel test. One involves test technique; another
combines test technique with implications to fracture behavior in general,
and the third concerns the applicability of test results to motor situa-
tions. The first area of interest centers on specimen geometry. The
configuration used on this program was steel base/thin liner/thick pro-
pellant layer. An alternate configuration for which the analysis is
available would be steel base/thin propellant layer/thin liner. This
alternate overcomes the problem of inaccessibility of the unbond during
testing and might provide more reliable results.

The second area is concerned with the pressurizing agent used to
propagate the debond. Nitrogen (N2) was used in the tests to date. In
a motor unbond, however, nitrogen is an unlikely substance to be found
in significant quantity. A more likely agent might be chemicals from an
uncured binder material. In a study.of the effects of pressurizing
agents, other gases and liquids should be considered. The results would
have implications for cohesive fracture testing as well as the peel test
work. Change in the physical/chemical microstructure of materials under-
going fracture is, plausible and has been monitored. The presence of an
extraneous substance--whether N2, air, oxygen, ozone, freon, or binder
material--will give rise to interaction'between energy released by ex-
cited or separated molecul.es and the'atmosphere in the vicinity of the
crack tip. To ensure obtaining representative release rate characteris-
tics from lab tests, it may prove necessary to conduct those tests in
an atmosphere analogous to those existing inside motors.
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Tie third subject of the recoimiefided study of the blister peel
test deals with dorrelative experimental effort. While-it has been
demonstrated that the basic analysis of the blister specimen is ade-
quate for data reduction, no tests in alternate specimens have been
made to demonstrate applicability of tUe blister test results to motor-
scale geometries. Three different tests, in their order of increasing
complexity, are bimaterial test-q of circular disc specimens of tile IPL
device, poker chip testing, and tiermally cooled analogue motors. A
test matrix including these types of tests will have bifocal objectives-
one toward direct application to grain stress analysis, the other toward
advancing technology in the understanding of dewetting (particle-to-
binder deonding). This latter area is discussed under RlPL device-
applications.

RPL DISC TEST EXTENDED TESTING

Correlation of the RPL disc test results with subscale (and finally
full-scale) motor response requires a full matrix characterization of the
parameters which influence crack initiation and growth. This will require
testing of two or more geometries over a range of loading rates and tem-
peratures to establish functional dependency on boundary conditions and
environment. Other considerations might include simultaneous cooling and
boundary displacements to simulate motor history dur-.ng thermal cycling.
Not only does this type testing provide the broad base necessary for ex-
tension of the results to motor geometries, but it is also more defini-
tive of limitations in the analytic capabilities. Applicability of
quasi-viscoelasticity in the techniques of fracture mechanics, an ap-
proach which isstate of the art in motor analysis, has yet to be verified
through testing. In motor experiments, the results (in the form of pre-
dicted stress as a function of temperature) have been found (Ref, 32, 33)
to have significant errors at colder temperatures (below 0 F). -A basic
test such as that available with the IPL device provides a meaningful
approach for resolving the difficulties in analyzing grains at critical
cold temperatures.

SUBSCALE MOTOR ANALYSIS AND TESTING

The culmination of an analytic or experimental study of the behavici
of solid propellants must be the correlation of the results to motor grain
response. As the end-point of the two discussed endeavois in the charac-
terization of propellant fracture (adhesive and cohesive) a test program
incorporating subscale (e.g., 4-inch ID) mot-ors is recommended. This
test vehicle provides the transition between basic lab specimens (such
as the RPL disc) and the complex full-scale motor geometry. A series of
cylindrical bore and solid grain subscale motors, instrumented with bond-
line stress transducers and corollary in geometry to specimens tested on
the RPL device should be failed in a slow-cooling experiment to establish
validity of the disc test resuilts and peel test characterization and to
evaluate the analytic predictions of stress-state and failure response.
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APPLICATIONS STUDIES UTILIZING THE RPL DISC TEST

The RPL disc test is amenable to experimental investigation of
material behavior in a wider scope than characterization of fracture
parameters. In a solid disc specimen, the stress state, up to failure,
is one of uniform biaxial tension, analogous to the port surface of a
cylindrical bore rocket. The solid disc test is half way between the
biaxial strip test and an analog motor test. The biaxial strip test is
simple, but the specimen is not in equal biaxial tension; the analog
motor test is difficult to conduct with close controls. Failure char-
acterization by individual or combined straining and cooling should cor-
relate well with failure characterization in analog motors. If so, a
better controlled and less expensive test for this type propellant char-

acterization will have been defined.

As mentioned previously, the RPL device shows promise in the study
of bimaterial interface debond studies. Analytic solutions for the de-
bonding of concentric cylinders of dissimilar materials (one rigid) are
available. By casting propellant with appropriately controlled initial
unbonds against a core of liner material (or steel coated with liner) an
alternate to the blister peel test for characterizing-debond at the
propellant-liner interface is available. Equally important, this geometry
is analogous to the oxidizer particle/binder state in solid-propellant.
I" the test proves feasible, a core of oxidizer material in a web of
binder material would be a logical specimen for investigating dewetting
through propellant/oxidizer bond strength characterization.

Other materials than propellant and propellant/liner would be of
interest for experimental studies in geometries compatible with the RPL
machine. One material of particular interest in the solid rocket field
is fiberglass-reinforced epoxy such as that used in lightweight motor
cases. The RPL apparatus should have sufficient load capability to test
thin rings of these case materials in controlled tension-simulating
loadings experienced in service life.

Another area in which the RPL device is .potentially applicable is in
the study of cyclic loading effects on propellant characteristics. While
cyclic capability was not originally included in the design of the RPL
test machine, only slight modification would be required to produce low
frequency loading boundaries. This modification would provide a unique
test for the extension of studies into cumulative damage effects on solid
prop ellants.
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